History of Diving & More!

Complete the crossword puzzle below. Some answers can be found on our Facebook & DivingMuseum.org

Across
2. Famous Keys treasure hunter
5. First and second stage
7. William Beebe helped developed this
8. Founders of HDM
9. The Miller-Dunn ______
10. ______ Scrubber
14. One ______ Suits
15. Edmond Halley's _____ Bell
17. Famous underwater photographers
18. First type of helmet

Down
1. Oxygen and _____
2. Current underwater habitat
3. Military diving helmet
4. Sylvia Earle studied
6. Japanese _____ divers
7. Self Contained Underwater ______ Apparatus
11. 1733 _____ Fleet
12. 20,000 _____ Under the Sea
13. 'Voodoo' gas
16. First type of diving